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Complete the following survey: 

http://bit.ly/2AFcBUg

EXERCISE
WHERE YOUR CURRENT PRACTICE SITS

http://bit.ly/2AFcBUg


CONTEXT

UK Landscape: 

• Connexions, 2011, ‘Service closed down’

• DWP, 2011 Flexible New Deal removed in favour of the Tories ‘Work Programme’

• Ofsted Report, 2013, ‘Careers support in schools not good enough’

• Gatsby Charitable Foundation, 2014, Gatsby Report – urging Policymakers to do 

something about careers guidance in the UK

• DfE, 2015, Mandatory requirement for careers advice in schools withdrawn

Guidance Landscape: 

• Trend towards shorter appointments, for more individuals

• Rising expectations, rise in need for services – stretched resources

• In HE, ‘Employability’ and ‘outcomes’ a clear focus, but where is this going…?



WIDER CONTEXT





 To gain rich research evidence which will give valuable insights into the impact shortening 

appointments is having on practice. 

 Gaining insight into guidance practitioners’ perception of how effective their interactions are 

(within short appointments).

 Measured against how effective the interaction is perceived to be by the students both 

immediately afterwards, and by what they do as a result of the intervention. 

Scope/ Limitations:

 We only looked at ‘Guidance’ appointments (specifically ‘central guidance’)

 ‘Career Guidance’ appointments focus on career decision-making and ‘guidance’ whereas 

‘Job Search Advice’ appointments focus on ‘CVs, applications etc

 This is NOT a comparative study

RESEARCH AIMS & OBJECTIVES



 Every ‘central guidance’ appointment invited to participate in a 

Quantitative Survey post-appointment (n=836)

 Completed by 15% of population in Autumn Term 2016 (n=124)

 Data was analysed using SPSS

 Statistical inferences were made by using non-parametric tests (a.k.a-

by magic!)

METHODOLOGY
WHAT WE DID – PHASE 1



METHODOLOGY
PHASE 2
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METHODOLOGY
PHASE 2

Stage 1

 30 minute guidance 

appointment booked

 Strictly timed to 

service requirements 

(30 minutes)

Stage 2

 Separate interviews 

with SCCs and 

Student

Stage 3

 Final interview
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FINDINGS

PHASE 1 - QUANTITATIVE SURVEY
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FINDINGS
APPOINTMENT LENGTH



BUT…

“I felt an hour length 

the right balance as 

an introduction to the 

service and provided a 

manageable amount of 

advice to absorb and 

reflect on afterwards”.

“40 minutes 

feels better 

than 30”

“”My appointment 

was a little 

shortened  

compared to usual 

because we both 

had a lecture next, 

so could not say 

whether the usual 

length would feel 

long enough or 

not”.

“I had a one 

hour 

appointment, 

which was 

perfect!”

“Should 

be an 

hour”

“Up to 45 

minutes to 1 

hour would 

be great!”
10 more 

minutes 

was 

needed



 Students reported high levels of satisfaction with their guidance appointments (n=109), in

addition to reporting benefits such as: feeling more confident (n= 92), coming away with

ideas for development (n=86) and coming away with a clear plan for development (n=

100)

 Unsurprisingly, in the session ‘Guidance’ was reported to contain a rich and diverse

exposition of practitioner skill, with techniques ranging from: exploration of the past

(n=116), providing learning opportunities (n=97), challenging thinking (n=86), discussing

skills & strengths (n=95), and ‘being genuine’ (n=120)

 Crucially, students who reported that the appointment was ‘too short’ (n=40) reported

lower scores in general, (therefore reporting that they gain less from the

appointment).

FINDINGS
SUMMARY



DURING THE APPOINTMENT



FOLLOWING THE APPOINTMENT



POST APPOINTMENT

S. Agree Agree Neither Disagree S.Disagree

Recommend to a friend 62% 26% 10% 2% 0%

Book another guidance

appointment

47% 34% 15% 3% 1%

Attend another Careers Event e.g. 

Careers Fair

45.5% 37% 15.5% 2% 0%



PHASE 2

QUALITATIVE INTERVIEWS



FINDINGS
STUDENTS

 Students don’t seem to mind how long appointments are, but all of them thought 
they would have benefitted from more time (n=10).

 Once they engage (no matter how), they want to come back, because they think 
our service is great (n=10).

 Students don’t really know what we do: minimal, false or no expectations of what 
‘guidance’ is at outset (n=10). 

 All students strongly value what we do (i.e. guidance) (n=10). 

 All students reported that we do has impact on them in some tangible (and 
intangible) way (n=10).



FINDINGS
GUIDANCE PRACTITIONERS

 Practitioners do what they can within the time constraints they need to adhere to, and are able 

to perform highly effective and action-oriented guidance within given time constraints. This 

serves to address the ‘presenting issue’.

 Rapport building and contracting take time. As the ‘real issue’ tends to emerge after rapport 

building has been done/ the ‘presenting issue’ seems to have been addressed, the expert’s 

opinion of what ‘Needs’ to be challenged (discussed etc.) comes later if time allows.

 There is a drive to an ‘outcome’ – what does this say about our confidence in what we do?

 Practitioners have a tendency to want to ‘give’ something (information, links, jobs to apply for, 

even re-assurance, confidence, unconditional positive regard) and this seems to link to their 

perceived ‘effectiveness’. 



DISCUSSION
IMPLICATIONS FOR YOUR PRACTICE

 In pairs/groups you have five minutes to discuss what the implications are for you

 Discuss, Write or (preferably!) DRAW your answers on A4 page given

 Once you have finished take a photo of them on a phone/ tablet

 Upload your photo



CONCLUSIONS

Appointment length (or students’ perception of it) seems to impact their

satisfaction, and importantly, what they report to gain from the appointments.

Guidance remains a rich, and theoretically informed intervention regardless

of appointment length, however time puts appears to put pressure on the

Guidance Practitioner's position as expert to diagnose more systemic/ deeper

issues.

Students (and possible everyone else, that isn’t a guidance practitioner!) have

‘personal career theories’ about ‘career’ but also what we do in ‘careers

services’ and this needs to be seriously looked into, starting with ourselves

(who else better to profile what we do?)





CALL TO ACTION/ NEXT STEPS

• Write on a postcard at least one ACTION that you will commit to personally take 

forwards following today.

• Please be ‘SMART’ about it !

• Place your postcard in the envelope provided when you have finished, and seal it.

• Write your name & address on the envelope, and hand them in.

• I will post them to you in four weeks, as a reminder of what you have committed to 

do as a result of today.



THANK YOU

ANY QUESTIONS?


